
Deli Order Kiosks 
Bust Lines & Boost 
Sales for Grocers

Twenty-five percent of shoppers 
avoid the deli due to long lines 
Long lines hurt sales. Research shows that one-
third of customers will abandon a line if waiting 
over five minutes, and studies have found that 
customers are 30% less likely to join a line of 
more than 10 people. Shoppers are particularly 
sensitive to deli lines, with 25% responding that 
they avoid the deli counter solely due to long 
lines.

And the deli counter experience matters. 
Only 36% of shoppers who have encountered 

deli problems such 
as long lines report 
satisfaction with a 
store’s deli counter, 
and they display a 
diminished likelihood 
to recommend that 
counter or its products. 
This type of feedback 
hurts the store’s 
overall reputation, as 
unsatisfied customers 
are unlikely to return 
but very likely to tell 
friends of their bad 
experiences.

To reduce lines and 
improve deli counter 
sales, innovative 

grocers are turning to deli kiosk solutions 
that solve a multitude of customer pain points 
beyond queueing — offering immediate 
ordering, clearer slection and pricing, and the 
ability to pick up the order at the end of their 
shopping journey.

Progress for the shopper, profits 
for the grocer 
An ever-increasing demand for prepared foods 
at the grocery store is a golden opportunity for 
grocers, but deli counter lines and intimidation 
at the counter often stand in the way of realized 
profits.

Deli ordering kiosks give shoppers the flexibility 
of ordering their deli purchases and then 
returning later to collect them when the order 
is complete, offering a more efficient shopping 
experience and reducing visible line length 
to other potential deli customers. Shoppers 
satisfied with the ease and convenience of the 
deli counter are more likely to return, and more 
likely to try other deli products when they do.

A dazzling array of deli counter products is 
enticing for some shoppers, but intimidating 
to others, and deli counter pricing is often 
confusing or hard to spot. Deli ordering kiosks 
allow customers to browse products and learn 
prices at their own pace, improving their 
comfort at the deli counter and increasing 

“ Research shows 

that one-third of 

customers will 

abandon a line1 

if waiting over 

five minutes, and 

studies have found 

that customers are 

30% less likely to 

join a line of more 

than 10 people.2”

1. Nomi.com whitepaper, “Why 
Customers Leave” 

2. Research by Andres Musalem, 
Duke University
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Aila’s Interactive Kiosk with 

12.9” iPad & floor stand.



basket size. As these satisfied deli customers 
gain familiarity and confidence with the 
ordering system, they’re more likely to become 
deli counter regulars.

Click, order & continue shopping 
A large, clear kiosk display screen is eye-
catching at store entry points and near deli 
counters and draws busy or hesitant shoppers 
who may otherwise have skipped the deli 
section entirely. 

These newly-engaged customers can click, order 
and continue shopping, returning at an estimated 
time based on the deli staff’s current workload. In 
fact, many customers prefer to use the kiosk even 
when there is no line at the counter.

Customers love the convenience and the deeper 
level of product information deli ordering 
systems provide. Deli kiosks can offer product 
suggestions and taste pairings, upselling even 
when there’s no deli staff available for clien-
teling. Plus, the kiosk allows customers to ring 
for service — another small but powerful way 
of improving overall deli counter experience 
satisfaction.

Deli kiosks are incredibly convenient for the 
customer, but grocers benefit, too. Not only 
do the shortened lines attract new or reluctant 
customers, but orders placed at the deli kiosk 
reduce employee downtime, thus improving 
profit margins at the deli.
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LEARN MORE

Contact our sales team to see a 
demonstration of how the Interactive 
Kiosk can reduce lines and improve 
deli counter profits in your grocery 
store.

Call 617.903.8331  
or email sales@ailatech.com   

AILA’S  
INTERACTIVE 
KIOSK 

Aila’s Interactive Kiosk 
is a powerfully engaging 
tool for retailers looking 
to upgrade customer 
touchpoints and streamline 
operational processes. 

The Interactive Kiosk 
features TrueScan™, Aila’s 
proprietary technology that 
delivers a superior scanning 
experience for customers 
and retail associates alike. 
Designed for the iPad and 
iPad Pro tablet series, the 
Interactive Kiosk’s large 
touchscreen display and 
sleek, attractive design 
create an eye-catching hub 
for customers.

SUPERIOR SCANNING 
Omni-directional 1D/2D 
scanning with native image 
support and software 
configurability

SECURE  
Barrel lock and steel 
faceplate prevent theft 

ID TRAY  
Optional ID tray streamlines 
scanning of loyalty cards, 
driver’s 
licenses, 
credit cards 
and more

PAYMENTS 
Upgradeable with 
a payments attachment 
to enable point-of-sale 
functionality

MOUNT ANYWHERE 
Table stands, wall mounts 
and ADA-compliant floor 
stands allow secure, 
optimal placement in any 
environment


